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Title of Walk Tossal de Pelat and Tossal de Creu

Location of Start Adsubia

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 16.3

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 700

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

4hrs30mins
5hrs45mins

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

S/B

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:-  38.848227, Long    -0.152022 

Directions to Start Take the CV700 From Pego to Adsubia. Proceed 
through the village, turn L at Bar La Moleta, then R at 
T junction and park where convenient

Short walk description An interesting route mainly over tracks and paths (with
a little on quiet country roads) and some “off piste”, 
but not scratchy, ridge walking with a degree of bolder 
hopping over this section.

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

With bar La Moleta on your LHS go down to the T junction and turn R. Continue for 
approx.130m and turn first L. Proceed uphill to cross roads with steps and a cross on the
RH side and take the R fork a few metres ahead(signed to “Asmaites”)

Proceed down this road to the first turning on the L which you take.(9mins, 0.79km)

Follow this road, occasionally marked G/W that, after a short distance (150m) slowly 
swings to the R and follows the line of a barranco on your LHS. The road then ends and 
becomes a track (9mins, 0.73km)

After 10m go L at a fork, cross over the barranco (track now concrete covered) and 
continue to a path on the L signed “Asmaites” (2mins, 0.28km)

Proceed up this path, bear R at fork (km 2.06) and up to a track. (11mins, 0.60km)

Proceed over this track and continue up this path to a track and turn L. (11mins, 
0.58km)

9mins, 0.79km

18min, 1.52km

20mins, 1.80km

31mins, 2.40km

42mins, 2.98km
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Proceed to end of track and turn L onto a G/W marked path (5mins, 0.42km)

Continue to road and turn R (7mins, 0.34km)

Proceed to T junction (km4.10) and turn R. Continue to where a track joins on your LHS 
signed “Ebo etc.” (8mins, 0.63km)

Turn L onto this track. After 250m a path joins from the R marked Y/W and signed 
“Xillibre”. Take this path to the col. At the col the path bears to the R towards the Miserat
but we turn L here and go “off-piste” upwards. At the top of the first rise bear R down a 
little the bear L and up to the summit with the ariel on top. (35mins, 1.75km)

Proceed down the other side, through the trees then up and along the ridge, keeping a 
little to the RHS to the next, lower, peak. A good spot for lunch. (11mins, 0.51km)

Continue along the ridge. As the ridge starts to descend down into a valley keep to the 
LHS (better underfoot) for about half the descent then over to the RHS for the 
remainder. On the way down (about half way) you will see 3 trees on RHS of the next 
rise from the valley. Aim for these trees keeping a little to the RHS. Here you will pick up
a rarely used mozarabic (I think) path. (Two cairns after the valley bottom should help 
you on your way to the 3 trees). (20mins, 0.84km)

Follow this path (of sorts) down initially in the direction of Vall d’Ebo. After a short 
distance the path swings to the R. Unfortunately it’s badly damaged here but cairns 
mark the way back onto the path. Continue down until you join another path (cairn 
about 10m to your L on this path) You go R. (4mins, 0.19km) 

Follow this path which is difficult to follow in places, SO CONCENTRATE, until you arrive 
at an unkempt orchard. (30mins, 1.49km) 

Continue in the same direction following animal paths initially then a path to a ruin. 
(9mins, 0.55km)

Continue through the walled compound onto a track and on to a road. (3mins, 0.26km(

Turn L, ignore the two roads that join on the LHS, and continue to where a path joins on
the RHS. (3mins, 0.17km)

Turn R onto this path past a ruin on your LHS and continue to another path, marked 
G/W, where you go R (3mins, 0.21km)

Continue up this path to a track and turn L. (6mins, 0.43km)

Follow this track, that becomes more of a path down to a path that joins from the RHS.
(ruined castle and small building a short distance ahead( (27mins, 1.56km)

Turn R onto this path and straight on (ignore path on RHS after 2m). Continue on this 
path for some way, past a building on your RHS and straight on a track down to another 
track where you turn L. (19mins, 1.13km)

Bear L at a junction, go past a reservoir and go L at a T junction. (18mins, 1.42km)

Back to cars. (18mins,1.39km)

47mins, 3.40km

54mins, 3.74km

1hr2mins,4.37km

1hr37min,6.12km

1hr48min,6.63km

2hr8min,7.47km

2hr12min,7.66km

2hr42min,9.15km

2hr51min9.70km

2hr54min,9.96km

2hr57min,10.13k

3hrs, 10.34km

3hr6min,10.77km

3hr33min,12.33k

3hr52min,13.46k

4hr10min,14.88k

4hr28min,16.27k

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None



Route followed is outlined in Red


